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ADAK is a moves forward for developing technology applications that makes life easier 
for us. 

In the era of technology, we want to be the leading supplier of unique and efficient 
products that are produced by the elites of different countries, and we develop it and 
make it available to everyone. 

 

 

 Becoming the leading innovator and technology of day-to-day gadgets globally 

o ADAK will be entirely seamless to develop its portfolio of products, as long 

as it becomes one of the leading technology companies in the world. 

 

 

 Creating a new generation of intelligent life experiences; making the world a 
smarter, faster, and more accessible world for all 

o Apart from its great goals, ADAK is based on transparency and honesty and 
along with its growth, as much as it can, helps the world around itself to grow 
and achieve their dreams. 

 

 

 Smart and innovative solutions for the convenience of social life with day-to-day 
technologies and coordination with High Consumption hardware. 

o We will strive to build a smart world. There are thousands of ways, which is 
better? We certainly do not know, but our path is to create sustainable 
development with the help of producing and exporting a scientifically and 
technologically advanced product. A product of which the world looks at its 
state of the art proudly, and people enjoy their use. 

 

 

 Human; nothing on the ADAK will have as much value as human beings. Neither 
money nor power. 

o Distribution of power and struggle with Oligarchy; In the Adak, we are 
following the division of power in any way and at any cost. We tried to define 
our structures in such a way as to separate from individual and class 
decision-making as far as possible, and to replace group decisions with 
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individual decisions. All groups must have the highest decision-making 
power in their respective areas. There should be no absolute power. 

 

 

 Transparency 
o The Adak is made of glass (resistant glass) so that there's no border to see. 

Every individual has the right to be informed of any detail of events at any 
time and to access information within the company freely. 
 

 The free flow of knowledge 
o We will all strive to share the information that comes with the "knowledge" 

appearance with the aid of the software, meetings, and groups we divide. 
Knowledge sharing is both the best way to grow knowledge and the least of 
all the right to an individual's growth opportunity. 
 

 Faithfulness to morality 
o We will not break morality in any position to reach our goals, even if we lose 

the excellent opportunities in our work, we will never eliminate the problem 
by changing the name of some things. 
 

 Customer privacy 
o Adak tries to protect the personal and legal information of its customers, and 

it doesn't have a commercial look at the information contained in the 
"Privacy and Privacy" document. As long as the technical facilities allow, we 
will store the data in such a way that we can't even access the information. 

o In the case of legal entities, we provide information only with the formal 
court order and in the framework of the owner information law. 
 

 Product 
o Let's not forget that product or product quality have priority rather than 

more economic profit and more revenue. Adak chooses "quality," if it has to 
choose, between profit and quality. 
 

 

 

Smart Gadgets 
 Fingerprint Flash Memory 

o All your necessary data is locked with your fingerprint. 
 

 Fingerprint Locks  
o Small and large locks, protect your assets with fingerprint authentication. 
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 Modern car mirrors 
o It installs instead of standard mirrors and captures everything inside and outside 

of the vehicle and works as a touchscreen. 

 
ADAK B33 360 Mirror Camera 3-CH 5 Inch Screen 1080P 

 



 

 Portable PowerStation P500 
o Portable PowerStation P500 is a high and portable power light energy system with 

large capacity 

o P500 integrates inverter and new lithium battery technology, specifically for the 

short-term or emergency power; it can replace gasoline or diesel generator 

frequency, and support for a variety of small electrical appliances, lighting, medical 

equipment and short-term electricity. Simultaneously, P500 integrates a solar 

charging interface, no fuel consumption, and environmental protection. 

o Compared with other products, Portable PowerStation P500 has a high degree of 

integration and the smallest volume, which can integrate solar, inverter, spare 

batteries, generators, chargers and other function of integration, meeting your 

portable demand. 

o At the same time, the ultra-thin design makes it easier to carry and the integrated 

solar charging interface also makes energy available everywhere. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 Some Applications and Properties of Portable PowerStation P500 
o It can be used in areas far away cities 

 

o Fast and easy charging 

 



o Easily charging mobiles phones and any smart gadgets 

 

o Its display shows a lot of important details 

 



 Smart Rental Power Bank 
o With these devices, you can use a high-quality power bank in any crowded place by 

scanning a dedicated QR code over limited time use of powerful power banks. And 
even at a different location, return it. All this is done intelligently by the customer. 

 

 LCD Advertising Power Bank 

o 20800mAh 7 Inch LCD Restaurant Power Bank MIC P5 Digital Media Advertising 
Android Tablet Menu Charging Station  

o Widely used in a lot of public places, such as Restaurant, Hotel, Coffee Shop, Bar, 
Banks, Events, Weddings, Exhibitions, etc.  

o 2 in 1 advertising device, provide free charging service for phones and display the 
ads and promos at the same time. 

 

 
 

 



 Smart sunshade based on solar energy 
o Solar power is used in the sunshade; it provides Wi-Fi technology and also 

automatically absorbs energy and absorbs its brightness energy from the sun. 

 

 
 

  

 

 MR Video Games 

o Mixed reality (MR), sometimes referred to as hybrid reality, is the merging of real 
and virtual worlds to produce new environments and visualizations where physical 
and digital objects co-exist and interact in real time. 
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